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WHERE HAVE ALL THE
BLACK BASEBALL PLAYERS
THE BG NEWS INVESTIGATES

Study: Only 14 blacks, 3.54 percent, play in the Mid-American Conference

A^y Jackie Robinson's |ersey number. To
™" commemorate his legacy and breaking
baseball's color barrier April 15.1947
lor the Brooklyn Dodgers, the No.
42 jersey is retired throughout Major
League Baseball and Minor League
Baseball It's the only jersey number to
be retired throughout MLB

By Andy Ourial
Senior Reporter

estem Michigan outfielder Jamie Simpson
knows what it feels like to be alone on a
team.
The Broncos' left fielder appeared in the batter's box during the first inning of an April 21
game against the University. Simpson eventually
grounded out to end the inning, stranding teammate Grant Simotes on first base.
But Simpson was noticeable in another way
during his at-bat
"It does suck being the only black player,"
Simpson said.
Simpson is one of 14 black baseball players
on the active 2010 Mid-American Conference
roster, according to a BG News investigation.
Blacks make up 3.54 percent of the 395 collegiate players in the MAC.
"It does bother me... you get used to it after a
while because there are not too many of them,"
Simpson, the lone black player on WMU's roster, said.
Player diversity in baseball is an issue spanning from Little League to higher, more competitive levels.
The University is one of four baseball teams in
the MAC without a black player on its roster. Ohio
University and the University of Akron have three
black players on their teams, the most among
MAC teams.
Next year a black player will play for the
University. Brandon Howard, a top-ranked high
school infielder him the Cincinnati area, has committed to the University.
But Howard is a minority in another regard.
Coach Danny Schmitz said he's only coached
"six to eight" black players in his 20-year tenure
at the University.
Even the major leagues have fewer blacks participating in baseball compared to past decades.
Two weeks ago, Major league Baseball celebrated the 63rd anniversary of Jackie Robinson breaking baseball's color barrier and helping progress
race relations
News outlets released research about race
and baseball to coincide with the historic date.
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BASEBALL BREAKDOWN:

J 7 The percentage of blacks in MLB dur™ * incj the 1975 season, the highest ever.
1A The number of black baseball players
B
~ in the Mid-American Conference.
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FALCONS: Of the 30 players of the Falcon's baseball team
there are no African American players.

A USA Today study concluded blacks comprise
9.5 percent of 2010 Opening Day Major League
Baseball rosters.
The number of blacks playing baseball has considerably decreased throughout the years, dropping from 102 percent in 2009 and peaking at 27
percent in 1975, according to a Gallup Poll and
Sports Illustrated.
If the amount of blacks playing baseball is to
increase, it has to start with young people playing
the game, said Ed Scrutchins, Toledo City Athletic
League commissioner for Toledo Public Schools.
"We dont have that many African Americans
participating in baseball," Scrutchins said "You
find very few Afro-Americans playing baseball.
They just dont play it."
Blacks are quickly disappearing from baseball
diamonds, batting cages and dugouts.
But why is there a lack of participation of blacks
in baseball?
Local area experts attribute the absence of
blacks in baseball to four reasons: lack of youth
participation up to high school, more opportunities or scholarships available in other collegiate
athletics, history negatively impacting the sport
and a little-to no interest in the game
See BASEBALL | Page 7

FORUM

11 7 The amount of scholarships the
■ ■•' University baseball team is allowed to
give to student-athletes.
Q C The percentage of blacks appearing on
' • ** 2010 Opening Day rosters in the MLB
Blacks constitute about 82 percent of
National Basketball Association players
and 66 percent of National Football
League players following the 2008

£. The percentage of blacks playing base" ball in the National Collegiate Athletic
Association in 2003, the most recent
survey conducted. The same study
concluded blacks make up 25 percent
of all athletes in a collegiate sport.
A The number of teams in the MAC.
™ including the University, without a
black player on the 2010 active roster
5C4 The percentage of black players in the
. DH MAC.
3T1 The percentage of black playets in the
• •* I Horizon League, a comparable conference to the MAC

1

The number of black players committed to the University next year
I The number of black players, out of 30
roster spots, on the University's 2010
baseball roster.
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Cosby coming to Toledo

Vegetarians are a diverse group

Comedian Bill Cosby is coming to

Columnist Hannah Bealer writes about the myths

The Falcon baseball team will be host-

perform at the Stranahan Theatre in

surrounding vegetarians and vegetarianism, say-

ing the Miami RedHawks this weekend

Toledo Sunday. Tickets ranging from

ing the stereotypes come mostly from people who

for a three-game series of bird on bird

$40 to $60 are still available | Pagt J
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The battle of the birds

Fewer black baseball players a disturbing
trend amongst Americas pastime

JUSTIN 0NSL0W
SPORTSCOLUMNIS*

Major League Baseball celebrates an iconic American
figure April 15.
Each year, baseball honors Jackie Robinson. Not
only did Robinson compile a Hall-of-Fame career in
10 marvelous seasons, but he also broke baseball's
color barrier, progressed race relations in professional
baseball and effectively "led off" the effort for equal
rights for blacks and minorities in the United States.
Robinson paved the way for black athletes to play
the game that, at the time, was America's favorite
organized sport
When he broke the color barrier in 1947, it was a
monumental and joyous feat for the black community. After all, it was America's pastime. After years of
being underrepresented and discriminated, blacks
finally had their shot at stepping into the spotlight to
play the game as equals
According to Gallup Polls conducted between 1951
and 1954, 52 percent of blacks admitted to actively
following Major League BasebalL
Fifty years later, Gallup Polls have shown a disturbing trend.
In 2002, only 5 percent of blacks considered baseball their favorite sport, giving way to overwhelming
popularity for basketball and football.
The incredible decrease in popularity of baseball
among the black community is troubling for several
reasons. Fewer blacks are watching baseball — but
more disturbingly — fewer black athletes are playing
baseball than ever before
As a fan of the sport, I grew up admiring the likes of
Ken Griffey Jr., Gary Sheffield and Bany Bonds. Recent
steroid scandals aside, all three of those players were
among the most talented and popular players in the
game They were as fun to watch as anyone on the
diamond. During long summers filled with whiffle
ball home run derby, I'd often step out of my comfort
See COLUMN | Page 2

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Who is your favorite comedian?

STEVE SUTHERLAND
Junior. Film
"George Carlin.
Rest in peace* | Pag* 4
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on Monday night an unknown
person took a gazing ball, valued at
$45. from her yard within 900 block
of N. Summit St The ball was later
found broken on Frazee Street

Joshua Eatl Gopp. 19, ol Perrysburg.
was arrested for underage under the
influence after being found lying
intoxicated in a driveway within the
1000 block of E. Wooster St.

7:01 P.M.
Complainant reported that she
was being harassed and followed
by an individual who believes the
complainant is interested in her
boyfriend.

3:26 A.M.
Complainant reported that people
were near her shed within 100 E
Merry Ave. police found no one
around and no footprints.

9:26 P.M.
Individual was warned for disorderly
conduct/loud music within 900
block of Klotz Rd.

5:58 A.M.
Individual was warned for criminal
trespass after being found searching a
dumpster behind Goodwill.
4:05 P.M.
Leonard Fulton III. 50; Nathan A
Gorham. 24; and Willam Z. Mcnemar,
21. al of Bowling Green, were arrested
for criminal trespass after dropping off
grass clippings at the public works.
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zone and switch sides of the plate
to imitate Griffey, one of my favorite center fielders of all time.
In my coverage of the University
baseball team this season, I have
noticed the same trend in MidAmerican Conference.
Fewer black athletes are choosing to play baseball now than at
any time in the sport's storied
history, and although some may
argue this problem is being blown
out of proportion, I disagree.
Granted, choosing to play a
respective sport is a matter of personal preference, but there are reasons that choice may no longer be
in the hands of black youth. l.ook
no further than MLB's implementation of the RBI (Reviving Baseball
in Inner Cities) and Junior RBI programs, which aim to, among other
things, "promote greater inclusion
of minorities into the mainstream
of the game."
Baseball is an expensive sport,
and many inner-city communities simply do not have the capabilities to provide opportunities
for many black youths to play
baseball at a young age. Many
of those children shoot jumpers
on basketball courts or toss footballs on vacant lawns; sports less
expensive to establish and play
compared to baseball.
I believe the problems Ixjgin
with the lack of opportunities for
blacks, but no one jumps straight
from grade school to the MLB.
Because of Title IX, colleges
with state funding are required
to provide an equal amount of
scholarships to both males and
females. In recent years, the
number of baseball scholarships
on the college level has plummeted, providing fewer financially-assisted education opportunities to baseball players.
Consequently, more black athletes stray away from baseball
and turn to basketball and football — two sports providing more
scholarship opportunities and a
better chance at moving on to
the next level.
I don't think this was what
Jackie Robinson had in mind for
his posterity.
Baseball is a game steeped in
tradition and grandeur. Although
several events tainted the game's

THU. APRIL 29
12:14 A.M.
Jahmil A. Rippy. 22. of Bedford
Heights, Ohio and Amber E.
Sanders. 23. of Chagrin Falls. Ohio
were arrested for possession of marijuana within 800 block of 3rd Rd.
2:36 A.M.
Keith L. Johnson, 22. of St. Elmore,
Ohio was cited for disorderly
conduct/public urination near the
Wood County Public Library.

storied past, baseball has overcome its own struggles and
remains a popular game in
America. It's still considered
America's "National Pastime."
With the systematic decline of
black athletes choosing to play
baseball, there arc even fewer
reasons for black youth to get
into the game.
In 1975. 27 percent of Major
Leaguers were black, and any child
turning on a television would get
to see "I lammerin' I lank Aaron" or
"Mr. October." Reggie lackson hit
lowering home runs and establish
a legacy worthy of imitation
The lack of black major leaguers is a major problem, and the
trickle-down effect has never been
more apparent. Baseball is a sport
that has benefited from racial and
cultural diversity for decades. In a
time in which sports have become
more publicized than ever, the
opportunity to present that diversity to America's youth has never
been bigger.
Baseball cannot thrive without
cultural diversity, and the declining popularity of the game proves
this It is our responsibility to raise
awareness of the problem and take
steps to ensure Jackie Robinson's
legacy does not fade away.
Next year, the University will be
the home to Brandon Howard, a
top-ranked black middle infielder
from Cincinnati. Although this
might not seem like a big deal,
given the state of baseball today, it
kind of is. And it could be a big deal
to future black athletes that visit
the University with the intention
of one day playing baseball at the
collegiate level Kvery coach will
tell you his or her goal is to put the
most talented group of players on
the field, and black players can I*
as talented as any.
What we as a society must do
is recognize the decreasing number of black baseball players as a
problem, and do something about it.
American ideals are centercdamund
inclusion and diversity. If baseball
Duly is America's pastime, we have
to recognize that baseball wi nikl not
be the great sport it is today without
the diveisity and success of the athletes playing the game.
lackie Robinson once said, "A
life is not important except in the
impact it has on other lives."
So often we forget how much
impact we can have on those
around us
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Cosby comes to Toledo with
wholesome family performance
By Jess James

Bill Cosby

Reporter

From Little Bill and Jell-O to the
Cosby Show, funny man Bill Cosby
will be performing at the Stranahan
Theater in Toledo Sunday. With a
history spanning more than five
decades, Cosby has been making
fans laugh without the use of profanity or lewd jokes.
His career began in the 1960s
when he began doing stand-up at
different venues across the country,
according to his website. This led
to a string of best-selling comedy
albums and a role on TV's "I Spy"
making him the first black man to
co-star in a dramatic series.
But his most successful project,
"The Cosby Show," launched the
comedian to stardom and made
Bill Cosby a household name.
Show attendees will be able to sit
back and enjoy a wholesome performance without having to worry
about adult humor or inappropriate language.
"His performances stress on
the importance of family and life
lessons," said Kim Harjo, Cosby's
assistant publicist. "Bill likes to talk
to families and connect to people
of all ages. He makes you feel like
you're sitting in a living room having conversation with a friend."
Performances Sunday will be at

Long time comedian
comes to Toledo
to perform at the
Stranahan Theater

*
3:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. Tickets will
be between S39.50 and S59.50
depending on seat location.
Though Cosby may appeal
to an older generation, student
fans like Ricky Maynard said
having a big figure come to Ohio
is a great honor.
"Cosby is a prestigious celebrity
who has been around for a long
time," Maynard said. "It's awesome
he's coming to Toledo and the community should be excited."
Cosby's stop in Toledo is part
of his Midwest tour, and he will
be making more stops at several
locations across the country, lohn
Nittolo has been Cosby's promoting adviser for 10 years and said
every show has a different routine
but produces a lot of laughs.
"He |Cosby| cares about every
single show and every audience,"
Nittolo said. "Cosby is great because
he tries to make a bond with the
city and the crowd. Everything he
does is all improv so you can tell
he's a real genuine person with a
good heart."

Woodland Mall no longer forclosed, hopes
to fill spaces and bring more customers
ByZachGas*
Reporte*

The Woodland Mall has been purchased and is no longer foreclosed.
The mall, which went into foreclosure last July, was purchased
by Woodland NY Realty I.I.C for
an undisclosed figure last March
according to Woodland Mall's
publicist, lohn Rankins.
Rankins said that the mall is actively seeking new tenants. Nothing has
been finalized, but work is being
done on improving the mall.
"It is too early to make any
announcements," Rankins said.
"Deals have not yet been finalized."
Michelle Barton, field coordinator
at the Woodland Mall, is optimistic
for the mall's future. According to

..Shamrock
W. Storage

the mall's website, it currently has 26
businesses, 14 retail and vacant spaces, which includes the East Anchor,
which was formerly Steve & Barry's.
Barton hopes to fill most of
those spaces and have a 90-percent occupancy rate within the
next 18 months.
There have also been improvements in event planning at the mall,
Rankins said. These events are aimed
to entertain people of all age, and
they will give the mall more exposure
as well as benefit the community as a
whole, he said.
The mall held the Foodways
Expo, which featured Mario Rizzotti
from the Food Network's "Iron Chef
America," on April 17. And there will
be more events coming up in the next
couple of weeks, Rankin said.
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TOP: Senior Knsia Elvey helps build raised flower beds for the Bowling Green
Community Gardens with community member Doug Danipace It is a student-run
organization that encourages students and community members to help them plant
and harvest their gardens. The produce is available to all and for more information
contact knstaelvey@gmailcom.
INSET: Senior Jamie Kundtz straightens a cement block thursday afternoon while
helping Bowling Green Community Gardens set up raised flower beds.

RIGHT: Sophomore Nichole Mitchell reinforces the raised flower beds. The Bowling
Green Community Gardens will be planting various vegetables Sunday.
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3:04 A.M.
Joshua Earl Gopp. 19. of Perrysburg.
was arrested for underage under the
influence after being found tying
intoxicated in a driveway within the
1000 block of E. Wooster St.

405 P.M.
Leonard Fulton III. 50: Nathan A
Gotham. 24; and Willam Z. Mcnemar.
21. all of Bowling Green, were arrested
for criminal trespass after dropping off
grass clippings at the public works
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5:58 A.M.
Individual was warned for criminal
trespass after being found searching a
dumpster behind Goodwill
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3:26 AM
Complainant reported that people
were near her shed within 100 E.
Merry Ave. police found no one
around and no footprints.
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zone and switch sides of the plate
to imitate Griffey, one of my favorite center fielders of all time.
In my coverage of the University
baseball team this season. I haw
noticed the same trend in MidAmerican Conference.
Fewer black athletes are choosing to play baseball now than at
any time in the sport's storied
liistory, and although some may
argue this problem is being blown
out of proportion, I disagree.
Granted, choosing to play a
respective sport is a matter of personal preference, but there are reasons that choice may no longer be
in the hands of black youth. look
no further than MLB's implementation of the RBI (Reviving Baseball
in Inner Cities) and lunior RBI programs, which aim to, among other
things, "promote greater inclusion
of minorities into the mainstream
of the game."
Baseball is an expensive sport,
and many inner-city communities simply do not have the capabilities to provide opportunities
for many black youths to play
baseball at a young age. Many
of those children shoot jumpers
on basketball courts or toss footballs on vacant lawns; sports less
expensive to establish and play
compared to baseball.
1 believe the problems begin
with the lack of opportunities for
blacks, but no one jumps straight
from grade school to the Ml R.
Because of Title IX, colleges
with state funding are required
to provide an equal amount of
scholarships to both males and
females. In recent years, the
number of baseball scholarships
on the college level has plummeted, providing fewer financially-assisted education opportunities to baseball players.
Consequently, more black athletes stray away from baseball
and turn to basketball and football — two sports providing more
scholarship opportunities and a
better chance at moving on to
the next level.
I don't think this was what
lackie Robinson had in mind for
his posterity.
Baseball is a game steeped in
tradition and grandeur. Although
several events tainted the game's

on Monday night an unknown
person took a gazing ball, valued at
$45. from her yard within 900 block
of N. Summit St. The ball was later
found broken on Frazee Street.
7:01 P.M.
Complainant reported that she
was being harassed and followed
by an individual who believes the
complainant is interested in her
boyfriend.
9:26 P.M.
Individual was warned for disorderly
conduct/loud music within 900
block of KlotzRd.

THU, APRIL 29
12:14 A.M.
Jahmil A Rippy. 22. of Bedford
Heights, Ohio and Amber E.
Sanders. 25. of Chagrin Falls. Ohio
were arrested for possession of marijuana within 800 block of 5rd Rd.
2:36 A.M.
Keith L Johnson, 22. of St. Elmore.
Ohio was cited for disorderly
conduct/public urination near the
Wood County Public Library.

storied past, baseball has overcome its own struggles and
remains a popular game in
America. It's still considered
America's "National Pastime"
With the systematic decline of
black athletes choosing to play
baseball, there are even fewer
reasons for black youth to get
into the game.
In 1975, 27 percent of Major
leaguers were black, and any child
turning on a television would get
tosee"Hammerin'llankAaron"or
"Mr. October," Reggie Jackson hit
towering home mns and establish
a legacy worthy of imitation
The lack of black major leaguers is a major problem, and the
trickle-down effect has never been
more apparent. Baseball is a sport
that has benefited from racial and
cultural diversity for decades. In a
time in which sports have become
more publicized than ever, the
opportunity to present that diversity to America's youth has never
been bigger.
Baseball cannot thrive without
cultural diversity, and the declining popularity of the game proves
this. It is our responsibility to raise
awareness of the problem and take
steps to ensure Jackie Robinson's
legacy does not fade away.
Next year, the University will be
the home to Brandon Howard, a
top-ranked black middle infielder
from Cincinnati. Although this
might not seem like a big deal,
given the state of baseball today, it
kind of is. And it could be a big deal
to future black athletes that visit
the University with the intention
of one day playing baseball at the
collegiate levei. Every coach will
tell you his or her goal is to put the
most talented group of players on
the field, and black players can be
as talented as any.
What we as a society must do
is recognize the decreasing number of black baseball players as a
problem, and do something about it.
American ideals are centered around
inclusion and diversity. If baseball
truly Ls America's pastime, we have
to recognize that baseball would not
be the great sport it is today without
the diversity and success of the athletes playing the game
lackie Robinson once said, "A
life is not important except in the
impact it has on oilier lives."
So often we forget how much
impact we can have on those
around us.
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Cosby comes to Toledo with
wholesome family performance
By J.ss James

Bill Cosby

Reporter

From Little Bill and lell-O to the
Cosby Show, funny man Bill Cosby
will be performingat the Stranahan
Theater in Toledo Sunday. With a
history spanning more than five
decades, Cosby has been making
fans laugh without the use of profanity or lewd jokes.
His career began In the 1960s
when he began doing stand-up at
different venues across the country,
according to his website. This led
to a string of best-selling comedy
albums and a role on TV's "I Spy"
making him the first black man to
co-star in a dramatic series.
But his most successful project.
"The Cosby Show," launched the
comedian to stardom and made
Bill Cosby a household name.
Show attendees will be able to sit
back and enjoy a wholesome performance without having to worry
about adult humor or inappropriate language.
"His performances stress on
the importance of family and life
lessons," said Kim Harjo, Cosby's
assistant publicist. "Bill likes to talk
to families and connect to people
of all ages. He makes you feel like
you're sitting in a living room having conversation with a friend."
Performances Sunday will be at

Long time comedian
comes to Toledo
to perform at the
Stranahan Theater

*
3:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. Tickets will
be between $39.50 and $59.50
depending on seat location.
Though Cosby may appeal
to an older generation, student
fans like Ricky Maynard said
having a big figure come to Ohio
is a great honor.
"Cosby is a prestigious celebrity
who has been around for a long
time," Maynard said. "It's awesome
he's coming to Toledo and the community should be excited."
Cosby's stop in Toledo is part
of his Midwest tour, and he will
be making more stops at several
locations across the country, lohn
Nittolo has been Cosby's promoting adviser for 10 years and said
every show has a different routine
hut produces a lot of laughs.
"He |Cosby| cares about every
single show and every audience,"
Nittolo said. "Cosby isgreat because
he tries to make a bond with the
city and the crowd. Everything he
does is all improv so you can tell
he's a real genuine person with a
good heart."

Woodland Mall no longer forclosed, hopes
to fill spaces and bring more customers
By Zech Gue
Reporter

The Woodland Midi has been purchased and is no longer foreclosed.
The mall, which went into foreclosure last luly, was purchased
by Woodland NY Realty 1-I.C for
an undisclosed figure last March
according to Woodland Mall's
publicist, lohn Rankins.
Rankins said that the mall is actively seeking new tenants. Nothing has
been finalised, but work is being
done on improving the mall.
"It is too early to make any
announcements," Rankins said.
"Deals have not yet been finalized."
Michelle Barton, field coordinator
at the Woodland Mall, is optimistic
for the mall's future. According to

^Shamrock
W, Storage

the mall's website, it currently has 26
businesses, 14 retail and vacant spaces, which includes the East Anchor,
which was formerly Steve & Barry's.
Barton hopes to fill most of
those spaces and have a 90-percent occupancy rate within the
next 18 months.
There have also been improvements in event planning at the mall,
Rankins said. These events are aimed
to entertain people of all age, and
they will give the mall more exposure
as well as benefit the community as a
whole, he said.
The mall held the Foodways
Expo, which featured Mario Rizzotti
from the Food Network's "Iron Chef
America," on April 17. And there will
be more events coming up in the next
couple of weeks, Rankin said.
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Photos by Christina McGmnis | Multimedia Editor
TOP; Senior Krisia Ervey helps build raised flower beds for the Bowling Green
Community Gardens with community member Doug Dampace. It is a student-run
organization that encourages students and community members to help them plant
and harvest their gardens The produce is available to all and for more information
contact kf ista.elvey@gmail com
INSET: Senior Jamie Kundtz straightens a cement block Thursday afternoon while
helping Bowling Green Community Gardens set up raised flower beds.
RIGHT: Sophomore Nichole Mitchell reinforces the raised flower beds. The Bowling
Green Community Gardens will be planting various vegetables Sunday.
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"It does suck being the only black player."
- Jamie Simpson, Western Michigan outfielder, on minorities in baseball [see story, pg. 1].

PEOPLE ON THE STREET Who is your favorite comedian?

w\

"Steve Harvey"

"Katt Williams."

"Aziz Ansari"
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"Dane Cook. He's
kinda gorgeous."

(\ visrrusAT
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todays People On The
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MATT GOODFRIEND.
Junior.
Biology

Junior.
Finance and Marketing

There is more to vegetarians
than the stereotypes suggest
■

m ANNAH BEALER
i COLUMNIST

I first became a vegetarian in
the winter of 2006. I honestly
didn't have a particular reason
Other than that I was looking to
make a change that would better myself and the environment.
Since then. I've been answering
the classic questions every vegetarian is familiar with: "Why
did you do it?" and "Can I eat
meat around you?"
I've also encountered several "vegetarian myths." I am
going to attempt to clear up
those misunderstandings. Of
course, no vegetarian is alike
so keep in mind that this is
simply my opinion.
Myth #1: All vegetarians only
do it for the animals.
Absolutely not. There are plenty of vegetarians (and I include
myself in this category) who do
not eat meat for other reasons.
Many animals are ■pumped up
withsteroids to makethem fatter.

"Everyone in the world isn't going to become
a vegetarian, so why not attempt to provide
those who don't with good meat from
healthy animals?"
lust like some people prefer their
vegetables and fruit to be grown
without pesticides, some of us
don't want to be eating steroids
and other growth hormones animals are subjected to. This can
also tie in to the conditions the
animals are kept in. A sickly animal turns into bad meat.
Myth *2: Vegetarians hate
everything about meat and
slaughterhouses.
Personally, lean appreciatethe
methods kosher slaughterhouses
use. Under kosher law, animals
are slaughtered usingatechnique
that apparently reduces the pain
and they must be slaughtered by
a licensed professional called a
shochet. While kosher slaughterhouses are sometimes called out
on their inability to follow kosher
dietary laws, their attempts to
decrease the cruelty and terrible
living conditions of slaughterhouses does not go unnoticed in

the vegetarian community. I also
applaud restaurantslikeChipotle
that claim to use meat from animals raised in a humane environment. Everyone in the world
isn't going to become a vegetarian, so why not attempt to provide
those who don't with good meat
from healthy animals?
Myth »3: Vegetarians are
grossed out by meat eaters.
I've run into people who are
hesitant about eating meat
in front of me because they
think I'll be disgusted. Not
true. If I couldn't watch people
eat meat. I'd definitely be sitting alone during my meals.
Generally speaking, vegetarians respect the eating habits
of others and aren't going to
freak out if you order a steak.
Myth #4: Vegetarians are selfSee BEALER
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Issue 1 would strengthen Ohio
economy through innovation
By Carol Cartwright. University
PraiidW
Guest Columnist
We've all heard the saying,
"Opportunity only knocks
once." However, in my experience opportunity often doesn't
knock at all.
We have to be prepared to
open the door and track opportunity down.
That's the spirit of Ohio, a
spirit I believe is reflected in our
highly successful Third Frontier
program — State Issue I on the
May 4 ballot. Designed to build
world-class research programs,
nurture early-stage companies
and foster technology development that makes existing industries more productive, Issue 1
creates opportunity through
innovation.
Ohio voters are being asked to
renew this vital program until
2016. By supporting Issue 1 and
the Third Frontier, we can keep
Ohio in the forefront of job creation through innovation.
There are two things voters
should know about Issue 1.
Issue 1 is not a tax or a tax
increase. It authorizes the state
to issue bonds to support the
programs of the Third Frontier.

Issue I is about transforming Ohio's economy with new
types of jobs. This benefits
every citizen in Ohio, not just
higher education and high tech
businesses.
I'erhaps the most compelling
reason to support Issue 1 is that
it works. Two independent analyses have shown Ohio's investment in technology, research,
innovation and entrepreneurs
has resulted in more than 571
new companies, the expansion
of many other existing companies and more than 48,000 new
jobs for Ohioans. Furthermore,
because the program funds
many early-stage companies, we
can expect to see those numbers
grow in the future.
The Third Frontier has
received national acclaim
from respected organizations such as the National
Governors Association and
the Pew Center for the States,
which calls it "a comprehensive, professionally- run effort
to build world-class research
capacity, promote interaction
between research and industry, and commercialize R&D."
I support Issue I. The backing
it is receiving around Ohio is
encouraging. The Third Frontier

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

received strong bipartisan support in the legislature, and I am
proud the University Board of
Trustees unanimously adopted
a resolution supporting Issue 1.
The University takes its role
in building a vibrant and prosperous Ohio economy through
applied research very seriously.
We are home to the Center
for Photochemical Sciences,
which has assembled teams of
scientists to collaborate in an
interactive, interdisciplinary
research setting. The center
is heavily involved with Third
Frontier research.
For example, we are all aware
of the importance of alternative energy to the economic
future of the nation, and of
our region's foothold in solar
technology. University faculty Felix Castellano and Pavel
Anzenbacher are researching
the next generation of photovoltaic materials that convert sunlight to energy. The
research is in conjunction with
the University of Toledo.
The Third Frontier is a national model to promote Ohio's economic transformation. It is supported by labor and business,
Democrats and Republicans. I
urge you to vote on May 4.
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LETTERT0 THE EDITOR
Students still protest,
there are just new ways
I'm responding to the article
about protesting on campus.
While I'm sure picket lines
and marches have declined
since the 60s, 1 don't think it
is all because our generation
doesn't care about the world.
Our generation has something they didn't have in the
60s: the Internet.
As silly as it sounds to

some, blogging and Internet
campaigns are legitimate
forms of protest that can
really get things done. In her
talk a few weeks ago, feminist lessica Valenti described
how her blog Feministing.
com helps organize feminists and brings important
issues to the attention of the
World Wide Web.
If enough people send eiii,MN to their political representatives and sign peti-

tions online and even join
Facebook groups, they can
reach a lot more people than
they can by holding up a
sign in front of the Union
(although those protests are
also important). There is
more than one way to get the
job done, but the goal is still
the same.
■By Sarah Worman, senior,
English.

Laziness of today's generation
might be due to lack of service

After reading the BG News story
about the absence of demonstrations, I thought about the
lack of student empathy at the
University, about how the '60s
and protest are synonymous in
meaning.
I missed out on that, being
a member of Uncle Sam's
Traveling Circus on a 37 -month

Asian tour. But taking a stand
then was not limited to students
here at home, for even in the
military the idea of free speech
was very evident.
The last year I was in the service, my unit was constructing
a base on a hunk of sand in the
middle of the Indian Ocean. We
were the first battalion to land
on this last piece of the British
Empire that had previously been
a cocoa nut plantation and home
to a people who lived a life of no
stress in a tropical paradise.
Leave it to Uncle Sam to screw
up paradise by sending a bunch
of bearded Seabee misfits who

looked more like guerilla followers of Che Gueverra than members of the U.S. military. We were
constructing a major communication station, the last link in the
worldwide network. The work
was challenging in that it had to
be done according to code and
not with the "wham, bam, thank
you ma'am" methods used in
Southeast Asia.
To say we were remote based
was an understatement. It was
a 10 to 12 hour ride on a C-130 to
civilization. Two flights a week
See SAWDERS | Page 5

Enjoy summer vacation, don't
spend the whole time working
f£3

^^0^3 BRYAN WARRICK
^-J^^COIUMNISI

The school year is almost
over, and for most of us, that
means heading home and
working for the next three
months. This is not the way to
celebrate summer vacation.
Now it is important to have a
job and save up money to help
pay for school next year, but to
spend all your time working is

not the healthiest thing to do.
Summer break is best used to
have fun and relax.
These next three months
have an endless amount of
potential for fun times. Keep
your mind open and you
could have a break that will
leave you recharged and
ready to come back to school
in the fall.
This is the time to stay up
late for no reason whatsoever and sleep in late every
morning. If you never see the
morning sunlight all summer
long, you've done a good job
taking it easy.

This is also the time to get
into shape. With all the extra
free time you'll have when
you're not working, there is
very little to stop you from
joining a gym (a 24-hour gym
would be best). If working out
in a gym is not your thing,
how about joining a summer
sports league? You could playbaseball, basketball, football
or even hockey. Anything to
have that relaxing fun and get
you out of your house. When
August comes around, you
See WARRICK | Page 5

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum
section is looking for more people like you to write
columns and illustrate for us.
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,

call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

Respond to
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■ E-mail us at thervews®bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
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righteous and will lecture meat
caters about their choices.
While some vegetarians
might do this, we're not all like
that. See Myth #3.' We're good
about respecting the choices
of others and often won't even
talk about vegetarianism unless
directly asked.
Myth 05: Vegetarians are
health freaks.
I cannot count the number
of times my friends have asked
me: "So, did you eat lots of
grass today?" While I try to eat
as healthy as possible, 1 won't
deny my love for fries and pretty much anything that comes
from a potato.
Myth #6: Vegetarians throw red
paint on fur coats/Vegetarians
are all spawns of PITA.
You've all heard this one before.
Unfortunately, some of the crazier vegetarians will throw red
paint (symbolizing blood) on
animal products such as fur coats
or do other destructive thingslike
harm the people wearing them,
lust because someone is a vegetarian doesn't mean they're
going to attack you for wearing
leather shoes. We're not all associated with PITA, either. PETA
is infamous for their craziness.
While PETA does do a number
of good things like expose inhumane slaughterhouses, t hey don't
necessarily have a good reputation. Don't make the mistake of
assuming every vegetarian is a
follower of PITA.
Myth #7: Going on a vegetarian
diet will help you lose weight.

This is a terrible delusion.
Gutting meat out of your diet
doesn't mean you will lose
weight. Vegetarians don't live
off of carrot sticks and apples.
Cheese pizza, fries, mozzaieUa
sticks and plenty of other greasy
and delicious fattening things
arc vegetarian. Vegetarians can
easily be unhealthy or overweight. Personally, following a
vegetarian diet has kept me feeling healthy and strong. Others,
however, might find their body
growing weaker or unhealthier.
Vegetarianism isn't necessarily
for everyone, and it certainly isn't
a miracle diet.
There you have it! A handful
of fallacies I've come across during my time as a vegetarian. As
I mentioned earlier, all vegetarians are different. We don't all
hold the same beliefs and values,
so talk to your vegetarian friends
about their own experiences and
you'll probably realize just how
diverse we are.
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kept us connected to the world.
Our maUand other things came
in on these flights. Late in our
deployment, our connection to
the worid was lost. The war had
stepped up and the 130s were
busy supporting our brothers
up in jungle land with the first
casualty being our mail.
In these days of instantaneous communication around
the world, a letter seems trivial,
but back in snail mail's heyday a letter was a connection
to the world of normalcy. After
six weeks with no mail, morale
in the battalion was lower than
GM'sstockprice.Awarbetween
India and Pakistan broke out
and had an immediate Impact
on us. as the Indian Air Porce
sank a supply ship bound for
our sand speck. The Indians
did not have a grudge against
us, but they did not appreciate
the load of arms and ammunition destined for their arch
enemy, Pakistan,
Our meals took a dive as we
ate dehydrated meat, powdered eggs and Kool-Aid three
times a day. The thought of a
flight from the world became
a topic of hope throughout the
battalion. I lope became reality
and all of us iooked forward to
two things — fresh milk and
mail from home. Then the
truth came out — milk, but no
mail on the plane. The night
the story came out, our liaison
officer, a butter bar in Bangkok
living the good life, decided
some Commander's rattan furniture for his hooch was more
important than our mail.
The proverbial stuff hit the
fan and like lightning, word
spread through the battalion,
no mail, no work. The next
morning after chow, everyone
went to their company area,
but did not get on the trucks
to go out to the worksites. Our
officers and NCOs talked to us
about the mail problem, but
we did not move as most of us
were short-timers. Finally, the
Battalion (iO came to our area,
apologized, told us he understood why we were upset and
promised us the person responsible would soon be joining us
in paradise.
So when I think of lhe lack of
student empathy, maybe being
on a Godforsaken sand speck at
the edge of Earth would shake

should be in the best shape
you'll be in ail year.
The best thing about summer is the freedom from
homework. We don't have to
worry about tests, quizzes or
projects. For a time there is
not an essay or speech in
sight. That leaves us with a
lot more time on our hands
than we are used to. Make
the most of this and have
some real fun.
Spend a day downtown wherever you live. In
Chicago, visit the Navy Pier
or walk around. If you're in
Detroit, catch a Tigers game
or visit Greenfield Village.
Even Cleveland has some fun
spots to visit.
Take your significant other
on a date and spend some
real time with each other.
Summer is great to help
build a relationship and get
to know each other better.
One of the best ideas for
fun during the summer break
is a road trip. Schedule it
around work if you can; there
are countless destinations to

"Spend a day downtown wherever you
live. In Chicago, visit the Navy Pier or walk
around. If you're in Detroit, catch a Tigers
game or visit Greenfield Village. Even

fun you can now. let yourself
recharge and relax.
Unless, of course, you go to
Cedar Point, in which case I
seriously doubt you'll get any
relaxing feelings.

Respond to Bryan at
thenews9bgnews.com

Cleveland has some fun spots to visit."
go to. You could take a group
of friends to Cedar Point for
a weekend, head out of state
or maybe visit a famous
landmark you always wanted to see.
Be creative and don't get
too lazy about the planning
for your trip. Ideas like a
baseball road trip can be fun
and different from the normal summer life. A baseball
road trip is simply a road
trip to different major cities
across the nation, catching
a baseball game at each city
you stop. You could do for a
week or two and work would
not even be in the back of
your mind.
This is just one of a limit-

less supply of ideas you can
try. Not only are trips like
this good for relaxation, they
are great for connecting with
friends or loved ones. They
bring people together and
that is just as important as
the trip itself.
Working is good and it
is great to make your own
money while going to school,
don't forget to have some fun
and relaxation too. It helps
you recharge, lets you unwind
and brings you closer to your
friends and family. t
So enjoy the summer and
don't forget to enjoy yourself. There is plenty of time
to work over the summer in
the future, so have whatever

DID YOU KNOW
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students out of their apathy. But
this generation does not have
to do anything they don't want
too, and that says volumes.

Res/Hind to Hannah al
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HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
Available May 15, 2010
517 N. Summit -

710 Elm St. ■

Three bedrooms. $900 per
month plus utilities. Deposit
5900. Has attached garage.Limil
3 people Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5'15/10-5/7/11.

Three bedrooms. $740.00 per
month plus utilities. Deposit
5740.00. Has washer, dryer. Limit
3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5'15/10-5/7-11.

704 Second St. ■
Three bedrooms 5950.00 per
month plus utilities. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10-5/7-11.

722 Eighth St. •
Three bedrooms. 5550.00 per
month plus utilities. Deposit
5550.00. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars
Lease 5/1510-5/7/11.

Available August 19, 2010
723 Sixth St. Three bedrooms. $530.00 per
month plus utilities. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars Tenants do not have
use ol garage
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

830 Scott Hamilton
Three bedrooms, 2 baths,
per month plus utilities. Has A'C
Limit 5 people. Limit 5 cars.
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11.

256 S. College #AThree bedrooms S740.00 per month
plus utilities. Limit 4 people.
Limit 4 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.
712 Second #A Two bedrooms in each unit. S650.00
per month plus utilities. Has
dishwasher, C/A. Limit 2 people. Limit
2 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.
We have many apartment* available. Stop In the Rental Office lor a brochure
or visit our webtlte for information:

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. uaosslrom Two Belli

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Book
Buy
Back
NOW IN PROGRESS
530 E. WOOSTER
419.353.7732
WWW.SBXGOFALCONS.COM

Cash4Books
Finals Week Hours: Monday-Thursday 9am-8pm
Friday 9am-7pm • Saturday 9am-5pm

SPORT
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|ame earlier this season. Parsons and his teammates will look (o improve upon then season long nine game streak

Falcons look to improve on nine game win streak
By Ryan Satkowiak

\v tin' season heads into the home
stretch, tin' MI. baseball team will
look to continue their strong play as
the) head into another Mid-American
i onference series.
I his weekend they return home to
i>l.i\ the Miami Redhawks,
I In- Falcons take a nine name winning streak into today's game, rhej
have also won sewn consecutive M V
games to get hack atop tlic eastern
division standings.

I he Falcons have been playing their

best baseball since enduring one of the
worst games in program history a :12-II)
loss to Ball St. on April III. Since that
game the Falcons are 11-1.
lit is most recent win came in a strong
showing at Cleveland St Wednesday.
In an 8-2 win, T.J. lilanmn hil his lentb
home run of the season, and Andrew
knns added four Mils
The Falcons also received three shutout innings from Cody Apthorpe.
In addition to Blanton. the Falcons
will also look for |on lierti lo keep up his

recent play.
List week's MAC player of the week.
lierti leads the team with a A12 avenge,

scoring 14 limes, contributing 11 cxlra
hasc hits and driving in 24 runs.
He lias also stolen a team high of
21 bases
In last weekends series against Ohio,
the Falcons had each slarler contribute a
solid start and pick up a win.
Brennan Smith set the tone, giving up
three runs-Mine earned—in (i.l innings
on Friday.
Michael Frank followed thai up by
giving up two runs in seven innings
Saturday, while Kevin Usury picked up
his fourth straight win, sixth overall, with
seven strong innings on Sunday.
File Falcons' team batting average sits

al a healthy .324, and their team camedrun average is at 6.19.
Miami is also coming off of a successful weekend, having swept Akron, topped
off by a 16-5 win on Sunday.
()n the season, the Redhawks are 20-20
overall, with a 7-8 mark in MAC play.
Miami is led offensively by Adam luiton,
who holds the team lead in almost every
offensive category.
In addition to leading the team with a
.363 average, nine homers, 42 RBIs and
six triples, he also leads the team with 20
steals and 107 total bases.
As a team they hit .293. with 40
home runs.

Track team splitting squad

Softball set to battle
Akron and Ohio
By Brett Wane

ihe Bowling Green Falcons are
entering the most important
weekend ol then season.
The) lace two Mid-American
(onference foes and are battling
to get into tin' MAC tourney at
the completion ol the regulai
season. BG will plav a doubleheader against wontoda) and
then play games against Ohio
Salurdav and Sunday
Ihe Falcons enter the week
end tied for the seventh s|«n in
the MAC standings with Western
Michigan at 6-8, and ui-22 overall. Akron stands in the ninth spot
al 5-9 just one game behind 111 ■
and WMU, meaning the double
header on I ridav is very Important for the Falcons.
I he Zips are not a powii hil

ting team, as they rank neat the
bottom ol the league in home
runs and slugging percentage.
However, the) have a speed)
offense and are second in the

\i \( with 84 stolen bases. Alex
I cites leads the way for Akron
vvitli a .370 hatting average,
,446 on-base percentage and

13 stolen bases.
1MI leads the overall series with
Akron at 42-21 -1, and also agaii ist
the Ohio Bobcats at 51-37. last
season, the Falcons split games
with both teams.
Ohio comes into the weekend al just 14-27 overall, hut has

a

Much like Brennan Smith, Miami stall
ace Tyler Melling has stniggled at times
this year.
1 le has a fi.93 eanied-run average in
ten starts this year, while allowing opposing bailers to hit .331 against him.
Mac Ihoreson, who started last
Sunday's game against Akron, has been
their best pitcher this season, sporting
a 3.77 earned-run average in seven
starts, while hold opposing hitters to a
.266 average.
Friday's game at Steller Field is scheduled to begin at 3 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday both have a scheduled start
time of I p.m.

for two seperate meets
By Brad Frank
Reporter

Paige
Berger
Is tied fot most
home tuns in a
season with 11

played well in conference racking
up a 9-5 record, and sitting fourth
in the league.
I he Bobcats win with solid
pitching and have a 2.14 I-RA in
their II conference games,
I hcv are led by Melissa
Bonnet who is the defending
MAI last Pitcher of the Week,
after going 3-0 with three
complete games last weekend,
lionner is 7-1 against MAC
opponents with a 1.35 KRA.
Ihe Falcons come into the
weekend on a seven-game losing sneak and have struggled
in score runs in their losses. In
22 losses, the Falcons average
a little over two runs a game,
while in II) wins they average
live runs a game.
Freshman Paige Berger is
tied for the most home runs
hit in a season by a freshman
with 11, and will have to play
well for the Falcons. She has
struggled at the plate the last
four games going 2-10.
Following this weekend's
action, lid will travel to Buffalo
for a douhleheader May 7, and
ki'iil \lav (I and 9 to close out the
regular season.
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SPLITTING UP: The BG track team will split into two squads lor this weekend.

l'he BG track and field team is
splitting between two meets
this weekend.
Some of.the team is finishing up competition today
at the 26th annual Toledo
Invitational, while the rest of
the team will be competing in
Columbus at the 25th annual Jesse Owens Track Classic
today and Saturday.
All throwers are competing at the Toledo Invitational,
while Kristin Boettcher will
battle in the hammer throw in
both meets.
BG had to schedule two
meets this weekend because
the meet in Columbus had
qualifying standards in order
to enter. Not all BG athletes
met the standards, and so that
the entire team could compete this weekend, the Toledo
Invitational was scheduled.
The Falcons will see half of
the Mid-American Conference
teams between the two meets
this weekend. In addition to the
host Toledo, Central Michigan
is competing at the Toledo
Invitational. In Columbus,
the Falcons will face Eastern
Michigan, Buffalo. Akron, and
Kent State.
Scoring in both meets will be
quite a challenge as each meet
will feature over 20 teams.
"Both meets will feature
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MAC Championships begin today

Falcons compete for MAC title
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good competition and a large
number of teams," said coach
Cami Wells. "We will have
an opportunity to compete
against solid competition in
all areas and best prepare ourselves for the MAC meet in a
couple weeks."
The Falcons are looking to
use these two meets to elevate their performances to
put themselves into position
to have a strong showing at
the MAC Championships in
two weeks.
"I feel that the athletes competing, in both meets will see
the competition they need to
see and have the opportunity
to accomplish what needs to
be accomplished heading into
the MAC meet." Wells said.
She feels Ihe team will need
a well-rounded effort in order
to have the type of finish it
is aiming for. The key for the
team is to get the best effort
possible from every athlete.
Wells said the learn is a
bit more rested than in past
meets, and right now she feels
the biggest strength of the
team is its health. And with
numerous season-bests and
personal records being broken
so far this season, the team is
hoping the combination will
translate into a solid finish at
the MAC Championships.
The Toledo Invitational
resumes at 11 a.m. today, while
competition at the lesse Owens
meet begins today at 2 p.m.
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BASEBALL
From Page 1
Lack of youth participation
Its been more ilian live years since
a black baseball player from ITS
has received a scholarship to play
college baseball. And when one
does receive a scholarship, it's a
rarity, Scrutchins said.
Scrutchins said it's because few
blacks play in organized baseball
growing up. About one-third of
baseball players playing within
TPS are black.
"We have not and will not have
any college level high school
baseball players of a minority come out of Toledo Public
Schools," Scrutchins said. "Once
they get to high school, they don't
play baseball."
But why do blacks bypass baseball in favor of other spons like
basketball and football?
lack Taylor, an ethnic studies instructor at the University,
said the opportunities presented
for blacks to play baseball when
younger arc limited.
Taylor said the reasons for
blacks not playing at a young age
include:
•Accessibility: Putting up a rim,
dribbling a basketball and throwing a football can I*' with one or
two people. In order to play a fullfledged baseball game, multiple
players arc needed.
•High poverty rates: In major
inner cities, such as Cleveland,
Milwaukee and Philadelphia,
Taylor said the unemployment
rates reach 60 percent, making it
nearly impossible to fund baseball
fully and properly.
•Coaches: Many adults living in
inner cities cannot teach baseball
properly or have no incentive to do
so. And few white coaches make
the trips from the suburbs.
•Expense: Taylor said it'salmost
impossible for an inner-city
youth to be equipped with the
proper equipment. To purchase
gloves, helmets, bats, along with
firc*rone

upkeep of the field, makes the
cost astronomical for those living
in poor areas.
• Ttansportation: Up to 30 percent of blacks in the United States
don't have access to transponation, making it hard for them to
travel to parks and play.
Because of these factors, blacks
turn away from baseball, making
it nearly impossible to recruit in
inner cities.
Kven though Schmitz would
like to promote diversity through
his baseball teams, he'd rather
put the best team out there —
regardless of race.
"We recruit very, very hard",
Schmitz said. "We don't look at
the color of the skin. We look at the
baseball player."
University Athletic DirectorGreg
Christopher supports Schmitz 100
percent in his recruiting efforts,
but stresses the importance of
diversity on campus.
" It's something we always hawk)
be vigilant wi th and we always need
to work to improve and ensure we
are doing the IK'S! job tliat we can,"
(Christopher said. "I don't think our
roster from a diversity standpoint
looks much different, if any different than the typical Mid-American
Conference or northern mid-major
baseball roster."
Christopher said he welcomes
the idea of hosting an open-andfree baseball clinic for blacks living in inner-city Toledo. It could
also raise interest in baseball and
provide an additional recruiting
opportunity.
Scrutchins said he thinks
this opportunity could help
increase black participation
in baseball around the northwest Ohio area, but it will take
more than a clinic to revive
baseball in inner-city Toledo.
"(Clinics] could llielpl. but
if the interest is not there, if
the kids don't want to come
to the clinics, if you don't
have a parent or somebody
involved and structured in
the right way for the kid to
stay involved or get involved,
it will not help," he said.

History hurts baseball
lackie Robinson is arguably the
most influential figure pn>gressing
race relations in the United States'
history. Robinson preceded Brown
v. Boatd of Education, Rosa Parks,
Martin Luther King Ir. and various
civil rights movements.
But since Robinson proved
blacks and whites could coincide with one another, few black
baseball figures have done little
in the past six decades to help
race relations in American culture, said Ray Schuck. instructor
in the communications department and researcher of the history of baseball.
Schuck said die majority of
blacks started playing more basketball and football in the 1960s
compared to baseball for two primary reasons.
First, baseball seems to be
stuck in a "conservatism" state
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Lrrde-to-no interest
The answer as to why blacks don't
like baseball could I*' a simple one:
They arc just not interested.
"I think baseball is boring
because you are just standing
there," said Adrien Spencer, a
black sophomore cornerback on
the Falcon football team. "With
football and basketball, there is
a lot more action. You can make
a lot more plays, show your real
athletic ability"
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Donahue said.
"I really see football as die new
national pastime," Donahue
said. "I think that is a broad
perspective for all of America. I
don't think it's just limited to the
African-American community or
the white community — it's a
national phenomenon."

But just because Spencer quit
playing basebal doesn't mean all
blacks should do the same.
"Not too many AfricanAmericans play basebal," Spencer
said. "|The low number of blacks
is) a little disturbing but we also
understand win."
Even though (he University cannot control who plays baseball,
having a low number of blacks
playing for the University for the
last 20 years could be detrimental.
Schuck said a black might not
want to play at the Universiiv if he
sees no one of similar skin color.
"If I'm a black ballplayer,
what's my incentive to come
here?" Schuck said, "Am I going
to feel out of place and nobody
is on my side?"

Involved"

TOWNHOUSES
309-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
3 bedroom, 1Vi bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, washer/dryer, free internet
$900 per month plus utilities (limit 5)
$99 per person Deposit Special
2 bedroom, 1 Vi bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, microwaves,
washer and dryers, free internet
Starting at $670 per month plus utilities
(2 person rate)
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Because of attitudes like
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Solutions
Then arc entities trying to solve
Ihe problem.
MIB instituted its Reviving
Baseball in Inner (lilies initiative,
promoting baseball in more than
200deprived areas, such as Detroit.
Atlanta and Compton, Calif.
Schuck believes today's black
superstars, such as Atlanta Braves'
rookie outfielder lason I ley ward,
could .iiii.ii i blacks to the game
after seeing him hit 500-foot home
runs and make diving catches.
Taylor said the lather is an influential figure in a young man's life.
By tossing balls and halting practice, a child can develop into a
basebal player.
Players at the collegjaie level an'
also doing their pan on an individual basis.
Simpson helps liis youngei
cousins become better baseball
players, lie attends their little
league games and offers dps on
how to become the best athlete
regardless of race.
Simpson knows die amount of
blacks playing in the MAC is low.
but he is used to being the only
black on the baseball field. "I've
been doing this all my life so I
have an advantage," he said. "I
adapt really well with my teammates, so it wasn't a problem or
struggle at all."
Simpson is one person but is
doing his part to reverse the trend
of fewer blacks in baseball.
"It's very important dial you
can get a very diverse group, asps
dally the African-Americans more

"You find very few
Afro-Americans
playing baseball. They
just don't play it."

SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE!

TAKE THE
MONEY & RIDE
SPRING EVENT
(OFF!

cratM,

of mind. Baseball markets itself
as "The National Pastime," and
a hulk of baseball's pastime
occurred when blacks weren't
allowed in the sport.
"We think about how baseball
gets represented as the good of
days. Well those good of days were
the white good of days," Schuck
said. "It's easier for a white boy to
self-identify to baseball than it is
for a black boySecond, and because of Schuck's
reasoning. Taylor said children
then identify easier with black basketball and football players. ITie
NBA and NFI. capitalized on its
black atliletes in the second half
of the 20th century when baseball
stood idle.
Since Major league Baseball
stood still and didn't promote its
black superstars in the last half of
the 20th century, less blacks are
playing today.
"You can imagine yourself as
Bill Russell or Wilt Chamberlain or
Kareem or Magic or Michael. You
can do that all by yourself," Iaylor
said. "Baseball you can't do that"
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The University allots 11.7 full academic scholarships to its baseball
snident-athletes.
Because of 1972's Title IX, the
amount of scholarships, or opportunities, provided for male athletes
must equal the same for women.
And because football takes up
the majority of male scholarships with 85, baseball presents
fewer opportunities for those
seeking full tuition.
"If I was a kid. white or black,
and if I had athletic ability and
I wanted to get a scholarship, I
would be damn good in the spoil
that is giving out die most scholarship because college is expensive."
said Matt Donahue, pop culture
instructor.
Baseball can't afford to give
everyone a full ride. Many times,
players on the teams will split the
scholarship so everyone can get a
portion of the money.
Other than football, men's basketball also presents more opportunities for students by providing
13 scholarships.
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PRINT
Com Doc
The Print Responsibly project
will be in place for BGSU
students returning for the
Fall 2010 semester.
Returning students will receive an email message sent to
their BGSU email account detailing their page allocation
and costs for printing beyond the allocated amount.

BGSU
Watch for further details at the Print Responsibly web site at: www.bgsu.edu/printresponsibly
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Check out more Pulse online at
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CULTURE SHOCK BLOG
See what Pulse bloggers have to say
about current entertainment trends at
www.bgviewsnetworlc.com/pulse.
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Anticipation builds for the sweet sounds of summer albums

PEOPLE
ON THE
STREET

By Matt LiaiM
Pulse Reporter

What do you do for
entertainment in
the summer?

The summer months hold within their grasps the release dates
of some of the biggest upcom i ng
albums.
Some huge acts are back and
ready to claim the summer as
theirs. Who will own it, though,
is the bigger question. Will it be
one of the many rappers prepping a future release, a female
pop starlet or one of the gods of
sex. drugs and rock 'n' roil?

This much could be true: The
Top 40 hits this summer might
be a little less Gaga and KeSha
and a little more Xtina and
Shady.
Christina Agullera - "Blonic"

Tonight." is perfect for partying
with a "SexyBack" sound and
Lady Gaga-esque lyrics, making
the release of her album on June
8 very anticipated.

-JuwS

Eminem - "Recovery" - June
22

Known to have reinvented
herself from a genie in a bottle to an overly sexed-up dirty
girl to a roaring 70s protege^
Christina Aguilera has returned
with a more electronic sound
in her first album as a mother. The first single, "Not Myself

Originally planned to be a
sequel to last year's "Relapse,"
Eminem used his Twitter
account to let his fans know that
the idea of a sequel was out the
window but that he would go
in a completely new direction
with "Recovery." Eminem also

"Known to have reinvented herself from
a genie in a bottle to an overly sexed-up
dirty girl to a roaring '20s protege, Christina
Aguilera has returned with a more electronic
sound in her first album as a mother."
raised eyebrows when he said
there may not be any skits on
this album, when he has been
so famously known for them.

His single "Not Afraid" is days
See TUNES | Page 9

"Go to Lady Gaga concerts."

BRIAN METZGER
Graduate. Creative Writing

"Swimming."

PRIYA DUNCAN
Junior. Psychology

"Play video games and spend
any money I have until it's gone."
i

chasi ng away

the]

(of summer in Bowling Green)

MARCUS HENRY
Junior. Construction
Management

LVS

Compiled by Heather Linder and
Aliua O'Neill | Pulse Editors

"Volunteer and ride my bike."
KATY WOLFE
Junior. Peace and Conflict
Studies

With finals week approaching, the last Pulse of the year is
dedicated to the summer happenings in the city.
BG News editors weigh in on
the best Bowling Green has to
offer during the warm months.
With everything from chasing
down an ice cream truck to
swinging in City Park — we've
got you covered.
So if you're stuck here for the
summer, don't fret. The quiet
streets and empty campus can
provide a haven for summer's
most enjoyable activities.

Best way to exercise: Keep your
shoes on and your window open,
and when you hear the melodious
ingle of the ice cream truck, there's
no better way to work out than
dashing out the door and through
the streets of Bowling Green after
that music, because you know it will
be worth the effort.
Best snack: The deliciousness from
the tee cream truck is beat by none
other in Bowling Green. But only if
you can catch it

VISIT US AT

I* BGVIEWS.COM
Have your own take on today's People

See SUMMER | Page 9

On The Street' Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your feedback at
bgviewscom

This summers blockbusters
may defy stereotypes and
bring blissful viewing pleasure
means one thing — summer
blockbusters. Typically these are
lame family movies that haveobviously been phoned in to
make a quick buck. But here are a
few that should knock your moviegoing socks off and make your
summer doldrums go by a little
Summer
is more smoothly.
approaching, Iron Mai 2"
some might say
Roberty Downey Jr. is back in
too
quickly, his role as billionaire/genius Tony
and
that Stark in "Iron Man 2," and it flat
out looks excellent. If the first
"Iron Man" taught me anything,
it's Downey Jr. is one of the most
See MOVIES | Page 9

TONIGHT IN BG

Before heading into the kitchen,
recall these three helpful hints for
successful summer cuisine

I had an odd daydream yesterday
when I was in the Tech building;
the kind of daydream that makes
you want to call up your friendly
neighborhood psychiatrist and
order a CAT scan to go.
Drifting in and out of a lecture about exporting video, I
started to focus my eyes less on
the PowerPoint and more on
the blue dust billowing in front
of the projector. Blue dust that

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO

THIS WEEK
IN ENTERTAINMENT:

seemed a lot like what I'd imagine the smoke and mirrors of a
genie in a bottle must look like.
(Blame Mr. Disney for my obvious biased view of what color
geniesare).
What three things would you
wish for if you could have anything? I bet your first instincts
are to say "world peace, an end
to world hunger, and, of course,
unlimited Little Debbie Oatmeal
Cream lies." Then you'd look
around, realize your mom was
nowhere in sight, and say, "beer,
girls and. of course, unlimited
Little Debbie Oatmeal Cream
Pies."

HILTON OWES MONEY: Investors
behind box-office failure "Pledge This!"
are asking Paris Hilton to return up to
$1 million. Hilton refused numerous
interview requests to promote the film,
breaking her contract.
BULLOCK ADOPTS: Actress
Sandra Bullock revealed in a People
cover story that she adopted a baby
from New Orleans and took him home
in January, keeping him hidden from the
public eye until the People spread.

J!^N

SeeHIMTS|Paqe9

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

Howard's Club H goes local

Symphony plays John Willians

Bike around the Black Swamp

Bowling Green natives The Matt Truman
Ego Trip will take the stage at Howard's Club
H tonight. They will be joined by The Lions
Rampant and Stereo Delu with doors opening at 9 p.m.

The Toledo symphony will devote one of their
Neighborhood Concerts to the music of famous
composer John Williams tonight. The concert will be
held at Clyde High School and feature music from
"Jurassic Park." "Star Wars." and more.

The Toledo Area Council of Hostelling International
USA will host a bicycling event this Saturday. May 1
starting at 9 a.m. The Black Swamp Budget Tour is $5
and a map with a marked route is provided. Cyclists
are asked to meet in the rear lot of Woodland Mall.

b

LOHAN FIRED: Lindsay Lohan was
fired from her next film "The Other
Side" two days after her father tried
to stage an intervention on the set.
Reports say the film's financial backers
were concerned about her reliability.

THEY SAID IT
"I realize that my place and position
in history is that I will go
down as the voice of this
generation, of this decade." ■
- Kanye West

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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SUMMER
From Page 8
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Best entertainment Go to
YouTube and search "Bob Dole
falls." It's never not funny
-K.it* Snyder
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I think the best thing about BG over
the summer is drinking some cold
Leinenkugel's Summer Shandy on
a lazy, hot afternoon and enjoying
the solitude with everyone gone for
three months
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I love how quiet and empty BG
seems in the summer, and yet it isn t
deserted This will be my second
summer in BG and I'm really looking
forward to it.

From Page 8
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My friends and I have been known
to grab an ice cream cone from
Nellie's and lazily shop downtown.
Watch those cones, they tend to
melt quickly

you really want to vvovvyourtaste
buds, just coat chicken, pork
or steak with a little simplicity.
From Page 8
Hutter noodles with the one-two
As this is my last food column punch of garlic salt and pepper
for The BCI News. I have to admit is simply divine, and tomatoes,
I'm feeling a bit sappy and nos- avocados and cold pizza never
talgic. After months of recipes tasted better. When in doubt, go
and witty cultural satire, it is a with the classic.
little intimidating to be standing at the end. looking at a blank 2. Dorp fried anything is better
Microsoft Word document and than plain anything.
I was totally overwhelmed the
blinking cursor.
Since all great daydreams first time I thought about deep(including, but not limited to, frying. Visions of complicated
writing about food for a college machinery and terrible injuries
publication) have to end, let me related to hot oil in terrifying
be your metaphorical genie for places plagued even my most
the day. and share with you the fanciful imaginations. But, keepthree wishes I have for you as you ing a few simple tips in mind,
continue your culinary journey deep-frying doesn't have to be
scary. First, anything can be
without me.
breading. Stale Saltines, leftover
7. Make friends with garlic salt and
herb mixtures and Ritz crackers
all ground together taste so perpeppw.
I have yet to find something fect on pretty much anything.
that doesn't taste perfect with Secondly, you only need to get
just a little sprinkle of garlic salt about half an inch of oil hot in a
and freshly ground black pepper. skillet for this to work—unless
Forget the fancy seasoning and your slinging wings at B-dubs,
endless herb combinations—if this is all the equipment you

entertaining actors out there.
Combine that with the amazing
special effects used to make his
iron suit look cool and you've got a
pretty sure thing to see on May 7.
"Casino Jack and the United States
of Money"
This documentary has been
Hying under the radar, but it could
make a big bang once it hits on
May 7. Following the infamous
lobbyist lack Abramoff. it looks at
some of the political corruption
and downfalls in the latter years
of the latest Bush presidency. It
will be the kind of movie that
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ever)' American should see for its
importance to U.S. history and
to get some insight into how the
politicians in Washington are
really getting things done.
Robin Hood

"Gladiator" was one of the most
fantastic epics I have seen in a
while. Well, Ridley Scott and
Russell Crowe are back for more
with their new flick, "Robin Hood"
about the 13th century English
outlaw. "Robin Hood" looks to be
a pretty good time, but I fear Scott
may be trying to make it out to
be a much more epic story than
it actually was. However, Crowe
and Scott do good work together
and Cate Blanchett in the cast
promises even more greatness.

should ever need. Finally, don't
overload the oil with whatever
you're frying. This makes the
oil too cool to cook, and you
just end up with soggy, snot-like
onion rings. I've been there, so
just trust me.
5. Never fear an empty cupboard,
lake a deep breath, and
repeat after me. "I am a confident, capable cook. I am a
wizard in the kitchen. People
worship at my food-dispensing fingertips." Kven when your
cupboards are sporting the Old
Mother llubbard look, there is
no reason you can't create delicious magic. Kven the smallest
amount of meat can be diced up
with leftover veggies and stuffed
into flour-and-water dumplings.
Boxed cereal can double as a
unique breading for whatever
frozen somethings you have
stashed in the freezer. Creativity
is your best weapon against dinner boredom, and keeping that
in mind will get you further
than any tips you can aggregate
from Rachael Ray.

away from being released and is
rumored to be "lighter" than his
previously darker music.
Drake - "Thank Me Later"
- June 15
After being worldwide known
as the spawn ofl.il Wayne, Drake's
F..P. "So Far Gone" was more recognized as an album since a worldwide tour followed its release. But
his debut is coming, and his first
single from it "Over" expresses
his feelings on fame and all ol the
people he has been able to meet.
Hawthorne
Heights
"Skeletons" - June 1
The craze of emo alternative
Ixinds may lx- over, but that didn't
prompt Hawthorne Heights to
change their ways. Their first single off their next album channels
lacing a "Nervous Breakdown."
This will also be the first album
following original guitarist Casey
Calvert'sdeath from an accidental
mixture of medications.
Stone Temple Pilots - "Stone
Temple Pilots" -May 25
After a brief stint being vtxalist in Velvet Revolver, staying in
rehab, going through his brother's
death and getting a divorce, grunge rocker Scott Weiland will lead
the band's return. This comeback
album from their previous 1990s
success will either be epic or allow
Weiland to fall on his face.
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

- Three Six Mafia

- LCD Sourvdsystwn

"The Laws Of Illusion (June 15)

"Laws Of Power" (June 29)

"This Is Happening" (May 18)

- Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers

- Sheryl Crow

- Clay Aiken Tned And True" (June 1)

"Mojo" (June 15)

"100 Miles From Memphis" (July 20)

-Jack Johnson "To The Sea" (Junel)

- Pitbull "Armando" (June 15)

- Tl "King Uncaged" (Aug 24)

- Against Me!

- Ozzy Osbourne "Scream" (June 15)
'Album dates from metacritic.com/

"White Crosses" (June 8)

- Cyndi Lauper

- Hanson "Shout It Out" (June 8)

"Memphis Blues" (June 22)

- Jewel Sweet And Wild' (June 8)

- 30HI3 "Streets Of Gold" (June 29)

2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AND TOWNHOUSES
COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS
HEINZ APARTMENTS
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES

ASK ABOUT OUR
Go.r>9 fa5'

3-5 BEDROOM HOOSES
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
GRADDATE EFFICIENCY /1 BEDROOM
&> StyH lift. lodcUt! I&GREENBRIAR, INC. (419)352-0717
445 E. WOOSTER • BOWLING GREEN • OHIO • 43403

www.greenbriarrentals.com

WINTHROP TERRACE

LEAVE YOUR CONCERNS IM STORAGEI

& SUMMIT TERRACE

STUDENT SUMMER SPECIALS

-APARTMENTSALSO INCLUDED
Two Outdoor Pools
On-Site Laundry Facilities

Owe to BOSU,

6
I
9
I
L
8
S
£

- M.I.A (TBA) (June 29)

480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

ishwasher, garbage
isposal, central air and
heat, no pets, washer
dryers in two bedrooms,
sprinkler system. & oil'
street parking.

8
9
I
6
E
»
L
Z

- Sarah McLachlan

Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org

Heinzsite
1 & 2 Bedrooms

L
E
S
8
>
6
9
I

- Rooney "Eureka" (June 8)

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION

Route 25 at Route 582 • 419-345-8864

Z s »

"The Sellout" (May 18)

"Home away from Home"

5x10' - S30 per mo+tax
5x15' - $40 per mo+tax
10' x 10' - $50 per mo*tax
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- Macy Gray

(Full for May. 1 and 2 BR only for August)

Going Away for
Internship. Summer Vacation
or Job opportunity?

5
1
8

Bone Thugs-n-Harmony
"UniS The World's Enemy" (May 4)
Toni Braxton
•Pulse'(May4)
Broken Social Scene
"Forgiveness Rock Record" (May 4)
The Hold Steady
"Heaven Is Whenever" (May 4)

• SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
• EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES

ENHANCED SELF STORAGE

9
3

5

Other Notable Releases:

So if you enjoy watching an outlaw, you can join Robin and his
merry men on May 14 when it hits
the theaters.
"MacGniber"
Summer blockbusters always
guarantee a comedy. I'm going
to say the best-looking laugher
is "MacC-ruber" starring Saturday
Night I jve's Will Forte and Kristen
Wiig. MacGruber is a sort of superwarrior. However, he is anything
but your typical hero. He is goofy.
Heis reckless. Hchasamullet. But
all that just makes "MacGruber"
look even more interesting. So if
you find yourself in need of a good
laugh come May 21, MacGruber
will be there to turn that frown
upside down.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

ttr"

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

From

The best form of entertainment is
people watching and dog walking.
And for the best person within the
confines of town, well, no one. since
III be elsewhere.

The best thing to do in BG this
summer is to hang out at City
Park. I love the swings there and
the pool!

Friday. April 50.2010 9

HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING
INCLUDED

HIGH SPEED INTERNET
INCLUDED

24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances
Rent Payable Online
Lease Renewal Bonuses
Referral Award Bonuses

BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED

Off Street & Guest Parking

WATER/SEWER/TRASH
INCLUDED

Recycling Program

Call Us About Our April Specials!

STOP BY
AND SEE US
No Appointments Necessary

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135
winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

•ONLY A FEW LEFT
• 1045 N M.iinSircrl
B.*Jin,!(;rrrn.OH 13408
• ll'i-l'it-MOO

Fewer Bills and a Better Value

CLASSIFIEDS

10 Fnday.Apcil50.2O10

Our Views, Your Views. BGSU and Bowling Green

The Daily Crossword Fix

BGVlews
■ ««

A

TheBG-W

^Q
^%

For Rent

"2 bdrm apts 300 block E Meriy
353-0325 9-9pm / apts houses eft's
tree internet see CartyRentals com

4 BR 1 bath house with W/D & D/W
on S Summit, avail mid Aug
S830/mo plus util (419)866-9281

1 apt close to campus
available NOW May S August
Call 419-708-9981

842 i 846 7th St 3BR 2 bath new ft
modern duplexes dose to campus
Call 419-353-5078

City Events

1 BR apt 854 8th St S400 Arto ♦
elec w/ S400 secunty dep No pets
Call 419-392-3354

Bud Show- Sunday May 2nd
10a-4p. Woodland Mall Expo Center
1234 N Main SI BG

1 BR apts ideal lor gtad students
and 3BR apt all avail in May
close to campus call 419-352-5414

Help Wanted

1 BR upper apt A/C avail August
12 montti lease S Summit
S360 • util call 419-866-9281

Avail Aug 2010 all upgraded
large houses can 419-308-2458
3 Bedroom houses
127 Georgia St - S975/mo
219 N Enterprise - S1350/mo
606 Fifth St - S900/mo
131 N Church • S750/mo
2 BR house 133 Georgia -S7507mo
3 BR apt 443 N Enterpnse -550/mo
1 BR apis 112 Ridge Si - 350/mo
& 443 N Enterpnse - S3007mo

'BARTENDING' up to S30O'day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Babysitter needed FT tor summer
exp w/ small children req Call Beth
at 419-4090567 tor more info
Employees needed to perform light
production work w/ flex hours Must
work at least 15 hrs per week can
be FT. many BGSU students work
here, easy walk from campus! Pay is
&7 3Chr Pick up an application at
Advanced Specialty Products Inc
428 Clough St Bowling Green OH
Manager of Apartments
Seeking resident manager two year
committment salary » free apt
Send resume to
12205 E GyspyLaneRd BG OH
Wailressesfoartenders needed at
Doc's Restaurant Apply in person at
18625 Mam St Tontogany. OH
419-823-4081

12 month leases
415 E Court St - 2BR Iba S500/mo
525 Manville - 3BR iba S690'mo
837 3rd St - 3BR 2ba S840'mo
847 2nd St - 3BR 2ba S900Ano
849 6th St -3BR 1ba S630/mo
www BGApartments.com
Smith Apt Rentals - 419-352-8917
1 BR apt near campus
S475,'mo utilities included
Call 419-352-5882
2 BR duplex private parking & patio
836 Scott Hamilton Clean 8 quiet
Avail 5/1/10 S560'mo • util
Can 419-352-1104
2BR turn apt free cable/internet
S5i0/moincl heat water gas
Call 419-494-8208
2BR 1 bath apt 8th St
washer /dryer
call 419-352-8872
3 BR townhouse lease tor 2010 s/y.
5th St clean and well maintained
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

HUGE COMMUNITY YARD SALE!
Saturday. May 1st, I0 00am-i 30pm
Household items clothes toys
treasures of all sorts"
Varsity Square Apartments
109 r Varsity Last Bowling Green
419-353-7715

3BR house W/D A/C.
avail 5/15/10 S750/mo ♦ uW
Large 3BR apt 1 bath W/D
avail 8/15 S750/mo incl utils
i BR apt furnished
avail NOW S350/mo . electric
1 rm studio apt avail July
S290/mo • electric
2BR apt avail 8/15 S500/mo • utils
Call 419-601-3225 or 352 4773

For Rent

3BR 2 bath house 5th St
A/C W/D hookup avail May
S775/mo call 419-352-8872

For Sale

3BR 2 bath - house 5th St
Avail Aug S675/mo
Call 419-352-8872

* Summer Only Rentals''
300 block ol Merry.
Call 419 353 0325 9am-9pm
"3-4 bdrm houses next to campus
Multiple tenants over 3 allowed on
lease, new lloonng W/D. 300 block
of Merry / Reed Must Go
MAKt OFFER 353-0325 9-9pm
troe internet see CartyRentals com

;ji:iiTri i:»
For advance tickets & showiimes visit

cinemark.com
or call I -800-FANDANGO • tip Code 1132»

CINEMA 5

Woodlood Moll • N.MainSlrtel

IPUTMfMF VQRffMSUD • Ml DAY FWSWrSJ.M
(ouHxmuKMryrmivAUOtD s;.«
■*61G
♦ HOW TO TRAIN YOU* DRAGON [PG]

■(12 00) "(2 25| -4 55 7 20 9 50
♦ KICK-ASS |M]
"(12 JO) *4 16 7 '5 10 00
♦ A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET REMAKE
(R) (No Passes i
•11155) '{215) "440 705 945
♦ DATE NIGHT [PG U|
•(12-10) *(2 30) *44S 715 1005
♦ THE LAST SONG |PG|
•(1150) "(2 20) *4 50 7 25 9.55

1 Three-time '60s-'70s
heavyweight champ
2 Quakers of the Ivy League
3 Watches for money
4 Medicine man
5 Convertible type
6 CpL or sgt.
7 _ vez: again, to Alonso
8 Shoots in a forest?
9 "Gotcha!"
10 Marriage agreement
11 Pricey Southern California
beachfront city
12 Like some garages
13 Contemporary
18 Unwelcome
impression
22 Agile
25 High style
27 Wide shoe markings
28 Cereal box abbr.
29 Dawber who played
Mindy
30 Miner's matter
31 Benchmarks
36 Unaccompanied
37 "Ready are you? What
know you of ready?"
speaker
39 Popular pens
41 Thug
42 Affect adversely
43 Links launching point
45 Tranquil discipline

check us out online @
<t>

For Rent

CU**td Ad, • «»-

3BR 2 bath home close to campus
113 Cnm St avail May 14th
Call 419-353-0358

BG Apts-818*22 2nd St
2BR Apts Avail May or August
S490/S500 - util 12 mo lease
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt Rentals - 419-352-8817
Clean & quiet 4BR house on
Wooster Sl00C-Si200/mo • util
Avail May can 419-352-1104
Fum rooms freedom ot house
TV W/D clean & quiet S250/mo
w/S100dep Call 419-354-6117
Highland Management
Now leasing tor 2010-2011 sy
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
Call 419-354-6036 M-F 9am -3pm
www bghighlandmgmt com
KICK GAS! FREE HEAT! 1 4 2 BR
$99 SD Special' Great Location1
Pet Friendliest' 419-353-7715
www varsrtysquareapts com

ACROSS
1 NYPD alerts
5 Disdainful upperclassman?
9 Greeting often requiring
lip-reading
14 Jacob's first wile
15 Numerical prefix
16 Hersey's bell town
17 Doing what's just not done
19 Sank in a cup
20 Citi Field NLer
21 Crunch targets
23 26-Across supply
24 Cupid's master?
26 Place where liquor flows freely?
29 You can't go back from it
32 Museum pieces
33 Paid player
34 Elastic wood
35 Not for neatniks
38 Sphere
40 March honoree, briefly
44 Many a lap dog
46 Stereo jack letters
48 Fish story

49 Early
55 Way back when
56 Vincent's successor as
baseball commissioner
57 Dickens pen name
58 Tattoo site
60 Part of MO
62 Tennyson work
65 Subbing, and taxpayer's
responsibility vis-a-vis the
ends of 17-, 29-and 49Across
68 Where Hercules slew a lion
69 Former VOA overseer
70 Spicy Spanish stew
71 "Awake and Sing!" playwright
72 Crash site investigator: Abbr.
73 Little shaver

Site of many a
student experiment
Lacking pigment
Like some
sweatshirts
Digestion aid
On a lark
"The Time
Machine" race
Terse childish
denial
Niagara Falls
feature
Epitome of
smoothness
Certain do-over
Scale syllables
Fleur-de-_
Scottish refusal
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 16 STRAIGHT YEARS

Large 2BR furnished apt 2 blocks
from campus AC laundry quiet
clean call 419-352-1104
Look lor more listings on the
BG News website housing directory
www bgviews com

pEeP"1

brought to you by

ABOUT
PISRN€LLO'S§ SK
UR SPECIALS!

203 N. Main SKfE"
352-5166
ib 50 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4P.M

our coupon menu at
isanellos.com

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

Nice 2BR house near campus
new inside energy efficient
S750/mo Call 419-352-5882
NOW RENTING SPRING & FALL
CALL 419-352 3445 9am-9pm
marlenrentals com
Shamrock Studios
Spring Special on Studio Apt
Semester leases $42S/mo turn
We provide all util cable WIFI
Call 3540070 or ShamrockBG com
Sign tor next year now and save
S420/mo lor year lease 709 Filth St
2BR 2 baths C/A call Jack or Phil
for appt at 800-829-8638

3BR each w private full bath
close lo campus S950/mo
Can 419-708-9981

www meccabg com
Mecca Management. Inc
419-353-5800

~ VILLAGE
; ";^=r. nvYwooo
• Apartments Available •
• Minutes from BGSU *
-;•:- Pet friendly community *
■ Gas included *
SPECIAL SPRING
RATES AVAILABLE!
Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

4»9-352-6335

Management Inc.

AP1 >.

/ Ihlrm/Stiulios fjl
Call about Rental
Specials ft Kcriiu (><l
Security Deposits as
well cis summer
ft 1.ill rentals.
NcdiHdsii privatepatiaft/1
entrance extrastorage, 'M
pets welcome, ^_o
short term leases avaif*\
419 352 7691 • 1110
llllllldlllllKIII)). *
'talk

1045N.Main7B
Bowling Green , Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

120 N. Prospect
The Jungle
2bdrm - 650/ mo
3bdrm - 850/ mo
CLOSE 10 Campus and Downtown
Ask about discounts

www.meccabg.com
520 E. Reed St. $525/month (plus electric) 1
525 E. Merry St. $525/month (plus oiecirio 1
507 E. Merry St. $525/month (plus electric)

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

1

• Ttaio bedroom apartments
• Close to Campus

J
j

• Furnished/Unfurnished

§fc

